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Infor Store Inventory Management
Run your stores more efficiently
Store inventory accuracy takes on a whole new level of importance in an omni-channel world. The more accurate
your store inventory, the better you can serve today’s demanding shoppers, while also gaining new insights into
how you can deliver a better omni-channel shopping experience. Infor® Store Inventory Management, part of the
Infor Rhythm™ for Commerce suite, makes maintaining accurate store inventory a seamless extension of
your retail workflow by delivering a process-oriented approach that engages customers and helps you
process transactions.

Key benefits
By making store inventory data easier to collect and
manage, Infor Store Inventory Management helps you
eliminate the count discrepancies and out-of-stock
issues that can frustrate shoppers and complicate
merchandising strategies. The result: Your stores will
be able to run more efficiently and profitably and
shoppers will get the omni-channel shopping
experience they expect.

Simplify your inventory
management processes
With Infor Store Inventory Management, you get
tools for:
■

Flexible receiving—Recording of receipts at
multiple levels, including eaches, cases, pallets, and
cartons, with capabilities for spot checking
during putaway

■

Store shipment creation—Improve shipment
accuracy by mandating scanning of items to
be shipped

■

In-store adjustments—One process for all
adjustment types, including reason codes

■

Cycle counts and full physical inventory—In-store
validation of stock count results, with full store
control of uploads

■

Price change processing—Simplified tools to help
store personnel in staging and marking
merchandise undergoing price changes

■

An intuitive, streamlined user experience—An
easy-to-use mobile interface that reduces training
time and simplifies associates’ role in maintaining
accurate inventory

With Infor Store Inventory Management, you can:
■

Minimize stock count discrepancies to better
synchronize omni-channel execution across all
retail locations.

■

Refine your merchandising strategy by identifying
non-performing items. Reduce out-of-stock
scenarios that can disappoint customers.

■

Integrate inventory counts into the store’s
everyday workflow.

Infor Store Inventory Management

Create a seamless experience
With Infor Store Inventory Management, you can provide
shoppers with immediate access to or fulfillment of
merchandise from anywhere in your enterprise. In
addition, Infor Store Inventory Management helps you
simplify stock counts by using the mobile devices that
your associates are already familiar with. That way, your
store inventory management needs are transformed into
a seamless extension of your existing retail workflow.
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